
Agenda

- MDO proposal
- ECC algorithms
- Get random and crypto
- PGP proposal
- status and updates on other proposals
- deprecated functionality (combine with PGP discussion)
- experimental functionality 

TIm moves that we approve agenda, Kiran seconds.
Hearing no objections/abstentions, agenda is approved.

---
Three sets of minutes (25th oct, 8th of nov and 15th of nov)
Tim moves that we approve, Ajay seconds.
Hearing no objections/abstentions, minutes for all three meetings are approved.
----

MDO proposal:

Outline changes to test cases and spec changes
expect to be the last iteration in terms of updates

Going forward, Ajai will be leading the MDO and ECC proposals.

Key value present will now be part of template attribute structure (removed from key 
block).
register, get attribute and get test cases have been updated to reflect this change.

Bob G: Any other outstanding changes?
Denis: None that i know of.
Tim H: Original key creation date (still outstanding)
Denis: Add an extra attribute as part of this proposal (e.g. a key could be created in the 
past and just now uploaded to the KM). Having it as part of the MDO proposal is not 
the right place. Applies elsewhere as well and not just as part of MDO.
Bob L: Agree with the need of the attribute. 
Tim H: Agree that it came late, but i agree that the rest of the proposal is solidified.
Bob G: If it is simple, then, we can include. If not, then, we can defer.
Denis: Ajai - can we have this ready by next wk?

Let us defer until next week.

Indra: Once you create an MDO object, if you want to store the key in future, can it be 
changed? i.e. immutable?
TIm H: Becomes separate object, kind of like rekey
Denis: Server will return error, when you try to edit



Tim H: Looking at context that we have not thought about (rekey on a non-existing 
object)
IF: need usage guide changes
TH: agree, we need to put more text

Can usage guide changes be done by next wk? - Ajay - will try.
Ajay - name of the attribute is still not solidified. Currently - original creation date; have 
issues, please let Ajay know.

---

ECC algorithms: - Ajay

No feedback to the spec as posted.

Move that we initiate a ballot to accept changes to accommodate ECC ciphers as 
proposed by Denis and Ajay
Tim moves, Ajay seconds.

PGP proposal - Judy F

changes:
- clarifies the notion of a PGP certificate and refer to as a PGP key along with the 
associated spec changes
- introduces new text for PGP key
- key block is an opaque block
- naming concepts: Name is within the KM server; PGP has additional lookup attributes 
(e.g. email); needs the notion of an alternative name
Bob L:  why can't we take current name attribute and make it non unique?
JF: advantages to having that attribute.
Bob L: Still not a fan of names as unique. ID is unique; names should not be. E.g. 
rekey  might preserve the name for easier/consistent lookup.
TH: Now is a good time to revisit that topic; simpler to relax the name constraint
BL: Volunteer to make the changes to Judy's spec
Denis: How can we add test cases for this?

JF: If we make name not unique, no need for alternative name as part of the PGP 
proposal. Helps to have a decision in this regard.
Tim - different types of names - x509

Rest of changes:
- link changes (several new links; parent, child, prev and next links). needed for PGP 
key relationships
- certificate chaining

Usage guide text has been uploaded
Test cases have to be created.



Deprecation question:

- We need to get rid of PGP certificate as part of the 1.1
- do we remove it from the spec especially 'cos it is a minor version or should we wait 
until 2.0

Bob G: left unclear after 1.1. need formal decision around deprecation.

- allow deprecation any release
- ONLY remove for major versions

Tim: Does anyone want to remove things in a minor release? Seems like not.

Bob to send around a note.

th: won't reuse tag values for any deprecated items

any other comments, please send to judy/mike a.

in 2-3 wks, we can kick off a ballot.

---

Crypto/GetRandom:

John L: 

Get Random proposal:

- talk about a random object
- allow things like templates
- allow share random data across authenticated users
- usage limits

Come back to this proposal in two weeks

Send comments to John/reflector

Please be civil in your comments, everything on the reflector is recorded for eternity :)

Crypto proposal - Tim H
A lot of feedback that needs to be incorporated.

Is there an interest in supporting John's proposal?
Bob G: We should give an opportunity for everyone to review it and we can make a call 
in two weeks time



If there is no support on the reflector, then, we should defer the discussion.
Important that we allow a member to bring ideas forward

-----

Status:

Denis is leaving the TC and the entire TC would like to thank him for his contributions 
and wish luck in his future endeavors. 

Bob G makes a formal motion, Bob L, Tim H and Saikat second. 
Hearing no objections, motion carries unanimously.

We are off the last two weeks of the yr.
First week of Jan - will put it in the calendar

Thu/Fri - the week before the RSA conference is the suggested date.
Do we need to do a straw poll. Bob will create a straw poll.

Editorship: Looking for volunteers

Experimental:

try to get use cases from niche markets and add them into an experimental section 
upon some deliberation

Tim moves that we adjourn, Kiran seconds.
Hearing no objections/abstentions, we are adjourned.


